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3. Brazing Procedures

1. Background & Objectives
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 CALPHAD Results
Solidification pathway
should proceed from
liquid to single-phase
FCC regime.
Mn and Cu serve as
melting temperature
depressants.
Melting range is 10901145°C. Ni-base alloy
600 solidus is 1350°C.
During solidification in
dendritic morphology,
Cu and Mn would be
expected to segregate
to the interdendritic
regions that solidify
last.
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 Vacuum braze (< 4.0x10-5 torr).
 Optimal brazing temperature
determined as 1200°C by
analyzing the filler spreading
morphology in wettability tests
 Optimal hold time determined
as 90 min through shear tests
140
on lap joints.

4. Results & Discussion
Monte Carlo Simulation Results
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 Order is predicted as high as 500 K, but
is more prevalent at room temp.
 Ni and Mn prefer to segregate together.
 Fe and Co prefer to segregate together.
 Cu segregates alone more preferentially
than any of the other elements in the
system.
 Note diffused Cr from the substrate is
not considered here.
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2. Alloy Design
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 Brazing avoids issues associated with fusion welding
of Nickel-base superalloys (e.g. solidification
cracking, liquation, ductility dip cracking).
 High-entropy alloys (HEAs) can be tailored to melt at
an appropriate temperature while avoiding the
inclusion of melting point depressants (e.g. boron).
Meanwhile, they can maintain a single FCC phase.
 A Mn35Fe5Co20Ni20Cu20 HEA filler was developed and
proven feasible for brazing [1].
 The goal is to understand the solidification behavior
to better control the microstructure and joint
properties.
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 Both filler and substrate index to a FCC
phase with high CI (typically ~0.5)
 Filler grains are refined and equiaxed
 Interdenritic elements (Cu, Mn, some Ni)
are mostly pushed to the filler centerline.
 Clear boundary between substrate and
filler grains indicates either non-epitaxial
nucleation or epitaxial growth followed by
stress-induced dynamic recrystallization
 Extensive twinning, principally in substrate,
is another signature of stress in system.
 Lattice mismatch at filler-substrate
interface could also be a source of stress.
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Peak indices labeled on chart refer to FCC phase.
Each peak corresponds to a ring in the 2D pattern
Time stamps above each curve are relative to the
instant at which the material through which the xray beam passes became molten.
2D patterns indicate differences in grain size and
microstructure before and after re-solidification.
 The presence of a FCC sub-peak developing after
about 20 ms during re-solidification is a signature
of the atomic segregation observed in postmortem characterization.
 Further analysis on lattice evolution will be made
to understand the segregation behavior.

Element
Mn
Cu
Co

Distance between
diffusion fronts
(mm)
376
317
323

Calculated Sauer-Friese D range
at 1200°C
(*10-14 m2/s)
5.2 - 5.7
2.7 - 3.2
3.0 - 3.5

 Colored
markers
represent
approximate composition profiles
measured from EDS line scans. Co, Mn,
and Cu had distinct transient regions.
 Black
lines
show
calculated
composition profiles at 1200°C for 90
min using the diffusion coefficients
displayed.
 Diffusion coefficients were calculated
using a quasi-binary analysis.
 Mn is the fastest diffusing element in
the filler, but on the same order of
magnitude as the other elements, in
contrast to binary pairs (see table).
Reported D range at
1200°C [2]
(*10-14 m2/s)
179 - 357
6.8 – 13.6
1.3 – 2.6

Reported activation energy (Q)
for diffusion in Ni [2]
(kJ/mol)
210
250
270

5. Conclusions and Future Work
 CALPHAD predicts filler solidification as a single FCC phase. In-situ XRD on lasermelted filler confirms the presence of one set of FCC peaks. Sub-peaks emerging
in partially solidified filler indicate transient lattice evolution caused by
segregation.
 Monte Carlo simulations predict segregation of Cu itself and Ni together with Mn.
 EDS on brazes confirms that Cu, Mn, and Ni segregate to the last region to solidify.
 Future work: Reveal element segregation, filler/substrate grain and lattice
evolution in situ with synchrotron-generated XRD and assess mechanisms of
twinning and dynamic recrystallization in the filler system.
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